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98. Expandability and Product Spaces

By Yfikiti KATUTA

(Comm. by Kenjiro SHODA, M. $. A., June 12, 1973)

1o Introduction. Let m be an infinite cardinal number. A to-
pological space X is said to be m-expandable (resp. discretely m-ex-
pandable), if for every locally finite (resp. discrete) collection {F 12 e /}
of subsets o X with I/I_< m, where IAI denotes the power of /, there ex-
ists a locally finite collection {G 12 e /} of open subsets of X such that

FG or every e /. A collection {GI e A} of subsets o a topolo-
gical space is said to be hereditarily conservative (H.C.)if every col-
lection {H[2 e /}, such thatHcG or every 2 e /, is closure preserving.
A topological space X is said to be H.C. m-expandable (resp. discretely
H.C. m-expandable), if for every locally finite (resp. discrete) collec-
tion {F ] e A} of subsets of X with A]_<m, there exists a hereditarily
conservative collection {GI e A} of open subsets of X such that FcGa
for every 2 e A. A topological space is said to be expandable, discrete-
ly expandable, H.C. expandable or discretely H.C. expandable, respec-
tively, if it is m-expandable, discretely m-expandable, H.C. m-expand-
able or discretely H.C. m-expandable for every cardinal number m ([1],
[2]).

In [1] and [2], Krajewski and Smith showed the following"

( X is 0-expandable if and only if X is countably paracom-
pact.

(ii) X is m-expandable if and only if X is discretely m-expandable
and countably paracompact.

(iii) X is collectionwise normal if and only if X is discretely ex-
pandable and normal.

Let T(m) be a set whose power is rn and to be a distinguished ele-
ment of T(m). On T(m) we define a topology by the following: A
subset of T(m) is open if and only if it dose not contain to or its comple-
ment is finite. Then T(m) is a compact Hausdorff space. If X is a

topological space, then in the product space X T(m) let Xo=X {to}.
The main purpose of this paper is to show the 2ollowing theorem

which is a generalization of Martin [3, Lemma 1].
Theorem 1. The following statements are equivalent for a topolo-

gical space X.
(a) X is m-expandable.
(b) X T(m) is m-expandable.
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(c) X T(m) is discretely m-expandable.
(d) X x T(m) is H.C. m-expandable.
(e) X T(n) is discretely H.C. m-expandable.
( If F is a closed subset of X T(n) with F Xo--O, then there

exists an open subset G of X T(m) such that Fc G and G Xo-O.
The proo will be given in 2.
Corollary. If X T(m) is normal, then X is m-expandable.
Using Theorem 1, we can prove the ollowing two theorems by the

same argument as in [3].
Theorem 2. Let f" X--Y be a continuous closed mapping from an

m-expandable space X onto a topological space Y, and let i be the iden-
tity mapping on T(m). If f i is ahereditarily quotient mapping, then
Y is m-expandable.

Theorem :. The image of an m-expandable space under a con-
tinuous, closed, bi-quotient mapping is m-expandable. Hence the im-
age of an expandable space under a continuous, closed, bi-quotient
mapping is expandable.

Finally, let X be a collectionwise normal space which is not count-
ably paracompact (cf. Rudin [4]). Then X is discretely m-expandable
and not m-expandable or every infinite cardinal number m. Hence
X T(n) is not discretely H.C. m-expandable by Theorem 1. Since
T(r) is compact, the projection p" X T(n)-X is a perfect mapping.
Hence the inverse image o a discretely (H.C.) r-expandable space un-
der a perfect mapping is not necessarily discretely (H.C.) r-expand-
able. Thus we have a negative answer of problem (4) of Krajewski-
Smith [2, p. 450].

2. Proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma. Let A be a subset of X T(m) with A Xo--, and let
At--{x e Xl (x, t) e A} for each t e T(m). Then, the collection
={At It e T(m)} of X is locally finite if and only if A Xo-).

Proof. Assume that is locally finite. Then a point x of X has
a neighborhood U and a subset V o T(n) such that V to, T(n)--V is
finite and U At--O Jor each t e V. Obviously, (U V) A--O. Since
V is a neighb.orhood of to, we have (x, to)e ]. Hence X0-O.

Conversely, assume

_
gX0-i. Let x be a point of X. We have

a neighborhood U o x and a neighborhood V o to such that (U V) A
=. Then T(r)--V is a finite subset of T(r) and U At-O or each
t e V. Hence is locally finite.

Proof of Theorem 1. (a)-(b)" By [1, Corollary 3.6.2], the prod-
uct space o an m-expandable space and a compact space is m- expand-
able.

(b)-(c), (b)-(d), (c)(e) and (d)-(e)" These are obvious.
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(e)-()" Assume that (e) holds and let F be a closed subset
X T(m) with F X0--). If we put Ft-F (X {}) or each e T(m),
then the collection {Ft] e T()} is discrete. By assumption, we have
a hereditarily conservative collection {Gt]$ e T()} O open subsets o
X T(m) such that FG for each e T(m). Since Fto--O, we may
assume Gto-O. Let H--Gt(X{}) for each e T(m), and let H

U {H[ e T(m)}. Since X {} is open and closed in X T(m) or each
$e T(m)--{0}, Ht is open and H,X{}. Obviously, H is an open
subset which contains F. Since {Gt]$ T()} is hereditarily conserva-
tive,

H-- U {Ht e T(m)}- u {Ht I$ e T(m)}
U {Ht e T()--{0}}cX X (T()--{0}).

Hence HRX0--O. Thus (f) holds.
(f)(a)" Assume that (f) holds. Let {FI e A} be a locally finite

collection o subsets o X with Alm. Then there is an injection i" A
T(m)--{t0}. For each $ e T(m) we.define Ft by

if $=i(2),F-- 0 if t e i(A).
Let F= U {F, x{}lt e T(m)}, then FX0--0. Since {F It e T(m)} is
locally finite, by Lemma we have X0--O. By assumption, there
exists an open subset G o X xT(m) such that cG and GX0-O.
Let Gt-{x e X l(x, ) e G} or each e T(m). Then, by Lemma,
e T(m)} is locally finite. Let G=G, or each 2 e A, then {G [2 e A} is
locally finite open collection and FcG or each 2 e A. Hence X is m-
expandable. Thus (a) holds and the proof is completed.
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